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Abstract
The scientific aims of the ExoMars Raman laser spectrometer (RLS) include
identifying biological signatures and evidence of mineralogical processes associated with life. The RLS instrument was optimised to identify carbonaceous
material, including reduced carbon. Previous studies suggest that reduced carbon on the Martian surface (perhaps originating from past meteoric bombardment) could provide a feedstock for microbial life. Therefore, its origin, form,
and thermal history could greatly inform our understanding of Mars' past habitability. Here, we report on the Raman analysis of a Nakhla meteorite analogue (containing carbonaceous material) that was subjected to shock through
projectile impact to simulate the effect of meteorite impact. The characterisation was performed using the RLS Simulator, in an equivalent manner to that
planned for ExoMars operations. The spectra obtained verify that the flightrepresentative system can detect reduced carbon in the basaltic sample, discerning between materials that have experienced different levels of thermal
processing due to impact shock levels. Furthermore, carbon signatures
acquired from the cratered material show an increase in molecular disorder
(and we note that this effect will be more evident at higher levels of thermal
maturity). This is likely to result from intense shearing forces, suggesting that
shock forces within basaltic material may produce more reactive carbon. This
result has implications for potential (past) Martian habitability because
impacted, reduced carbon may become more biologically accessible. The data
presented suggest the RLS instrument will be able to characterise the contribution of impact shock within the landing site region, enhancing our ability to
assess habitability.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, Raman spectroscopy has been identified as a powerful technique for the in situ analysis of
surface material during planetary exploration surface
missions.[1–3] Recent developments in instrument
miniaturisation, robustness, and autonomy have led to
Raman spectrometers being included on two of the most
recent surface missions to Mars: there are two Raman
systems on board NASA's Perseverance rover payload
(launched in 2020),[4,5] and a Raman spectrometer is
included in the ESA ExoMars Rover's suite of analytical
instruments.[6]
ExoMars is a joint European Space Agency and
Roscosmos mission developed as part of ESA's Aurora
programme.[7] The first part of the mission incorporated
the Trace Gas Orbiter (which successfully arrived at Mars
in 2016[8]), and the second part will include deployment
of a rover in 2023. The primary scientific aims of the
ExoMars rover mission[9] are to (i) investigate and characterise the geology in terms of the habitability of the
Martian surface (and sub-surface) in the search for biological signatures and mineralogical evidence of processes associated with past and present life; (ii) to
determine the mineralogy, chemistry, and the origin of
the Martian surface; and (iii) to characterise the water
and geochemical environment as a function of depth in
the Martian subsurface. The rover is due to land in the
large clay-bearing plain of Oxia Planum,[10] a region that
exhibits evidence of a diverse aqueous history, according
to orbital data.[11]
In order to optimise the mission's ability to achieve
the goal of searching for signs of extant or extinct life, the
rover will be equipped with an autonomous 2-m drill.[9]
Samples collected from the shallow subsurface by the
drill will be crushed (with a typical grain size in the range
200–250 μm) and passed via the Sample Preparation and
Distribution System (SPDS)[9] to a suite of instruments in
the Analytical Laboratory Drawer (ALD), including the
Raman laser spectrometer (RLS).[6] The RLS instrument
will play a key role in achieving the majority of the mission aims. The instrument was specifically designed to
enable the detailed characterisation of the geochemistry
and water environment, and in particular, to be able to
identify mineral phases linked with water–rock interactions.[6]
The key characteristics of the RLS instrument[12] are:
• The excitation source is a DPSS continuous wavelength
of 532-nm laser;
• The optical head will deliver an irradiance of 0.4–
8 kW cm2 (with a laser spot size of 50 μm) at the sample; and
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• The spectrometer, along with a cooled CCD detector,
will provide a spectral range of 150–3800 cm1 at a resolution of 6–8 cm1.
The instrument incorporates an autofocus mechanism that is able to move the optics over a 1-mm range
and uses a feedback algorithm to maximise the intensity
of the laser reflection, thereby maximising the spectroscopy signal. The spatial resolution achievable by the optical head is of the order of 2 μm. Spectra will be
acquired on time scales of 0.1–60 s using optimised CCD
operating modes and spectral extraction techniques
(based on the strength of the Raman signal and fluorescence signal observed).[13]
The ability of the RLS instrument to discern between
materials with varying states of hydration, different forms
of carbonaceous material, and the impact of historical
stress-related geological processes will play an important
part in enabling the scientific goals of the ExoMars surface mission to be met. As such, a number of recent laboratory studies have focused on the use of portable Raman
spectrometers to demonstrate how such instruments can
detect and characterise a variety of sulphate and carbonaceous materials in a variety of natural, mineral matrices
in preparation for mission operations.[9] Hutchinson
et al. specifically investigated the ability of miniaturised
instruments such as the RLS to detect carbon in samples
that had been exposed to high levels of oxidation and
described how the acquired spectra could be used to infer
the thermal maturity of the samples.[14]
Carbonaceous materials often degrade under extreme
environmental conditions resulting in simple, ordered
structures, typically referred to as reduced carbon
(i.e., sp2 hybridised solid crystalline carbonaceous material). Such material has been theorised to be a provider of
feedstock for microbial life and could therefore indicate a
potential habitat.[15] Reduced carbon structures are
expected to be present on the surface of Mars due to the
erosion of carbonaceous volcanic rock,[16] past meteor
bombardment,[17] or as a product of ancient biological
processes[18]; that is, its origin could be biotic or abiotic,
or could be a result of ancient carbonaceous meteorites.[19]
Although reduced carbon has not yet been observed
directly on the Martian surface, it has been identified
within Martian meteorites, for example, in veinlets of
carbonaceous matter in the Nakhla meteorite.[20] The
attribution of nakhlite meteorites to Mars[21] makes them,
and terrestrial analogues for them, particularly useful
to study in support of Martian exploration. Organic
compounds have also been encountered preserved in
shallow drill holes made by the Curiosity rover.[22]
Whilst Raman spectroscopy cannot be used to directly
infer origin, it can be used to identify differences in the
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structural arrangement of carbonaceous matter
(e.g., Wang et al.[23]). Laboratory-based studies[24,25] have
also shown that the widths, position, and intensity ratios
of carbon G and D bands directly relate to the material
crystallinity, or degree of graphitisation (thermal maturity, expressed as ordering) within the carbon structures.
Several other studies have also highlighted how Raman
spectra can reflect changes at an atomic and molecular
level due to ageing and regional metamorphism.[26]
The Raman technique is ideally suited to the investigation of carbonaceous material: chemical bonds such
as the sp2 hybridised (graphite like) and sp3 hybridised
(diamond-like) bonds exhibit strong Raman cross
sections,[24] resulting in unambiguous spectral signatures, from which structural information can be determined, even with the compromises made with
miniaturised instrumentation. A large number of studies have already been performed on the analysis of
reduced carbon in meteorites[15,27] and in a range of
terrestrial samples.[28–31] Recent investigations focusing
on Archean rock samples have shown that the carbonaceous material present in the samples can be differentiated (spectrally) into populations based on levels of
thermal maturity; that is, the characteristics of the socalled carbon D and G bands (Raman shifts of around
1350 cm1 and between 1580 and 1600 cm1, respectively[23]) can be used as indicators of structural organisation within the carbon. The G (graphite) band is
produced by the relative motion of carbon atoms in sp2
bonded carbon (i.e., with 6-fold symmetry) and is therefore predominant in spectra obtained from graphite.
The D (diamond) band results from sp3 bonds in aliphatic carbon chains (i.e., with tetrahedral symmetry)
and is hence forbidden in perfectly graphitic material.[32]
Carbonaceous material typically exhibits both G and
D bands due to the presence of edge effects or disorder
in the sp2 bonded material.
Nakhlite meteorites are olivine-pyroxene cumulates
with secondary materials notably Fe-rich carbonates, sulphates, ferric saponite, and serpentine.[33,34] The clay
and carbonate content resulted from the interaction of
CO2-charged fluids with surrounding nakhlite parent
rocks[35]—they are hence considered key in our
understanding of Martian surface mineralogy, as well as
historical geological and atmospheric processes.[36]
Nakhlite meteorites and their analogues are also ideal for
assessing the capabilities of the RLS instrument due to
similarities between the constituent minerals and phases
expected to be present at Oxia Planum.
Here, we report on the Raman analysis of a Nakhla
meteorite analogue that was partially subjected to stress
through a projectile impact. Planetary surfaces, including Mars, have been substantially modified by meteorite
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bombardment, which are evident as impact craters up to
hundreds of kilometres diameter. Within and around the
craters, rocks are altered by mechanical and thermal
shock, which may have modified the Raman characteristics of the constituent minerals. The minerals show
defects from their original crystal structure, which is evident in Raman spectra.[37] Carbonaceous matter also
shows modification, by changes in thermal maturity,
which are similarly evident in Raman spectra. The
effects of meteorite impact can be investigated using
high velocity projectile impacts enabled by a light
gas gun.
The analogue sample was an ancient carbon-bearing
basalt collected in the United Kingdom. The embedded
carbonaceous material, analogous to carbon in nakhlites,
was incorporated during the thermal alteration of underlying shales.[38]
Sample characterisation was performed in a manner
equivalent to that planned for ExoMars mission operations using the RLS Simulator, located at the Centre de
Astrobiologia.[39] We discuss how thermal history and
shock impacts of a sample affect the Raman spectra
observed and determine the level to which such signatures can be identified when using the flight representative instrument.

2 | METHODOLOG Y
2.1 | Helen's Bay analogue sample
geological setting and key characteristics
The Martian analogue sample used for this study originated from an ancient basalt pillow lava at Helen's Bay,
County Down, Northern Ireland (Irish Grid Reference
J459831) (Figure 1). The basalt is Upper Ordovician
(Caradoc) age and has been subject to greenschist metamorphism. Details of the locality are given by Sharpe[40]
and Craig.[41]
The sample (shown in Figure 2) is a 4  4 cm block
cut from a large basalt outcrop. The basalt contains 0.15–
0.20 wt.% organic carbon and is cut by veinlets of calcite
up to 2-mm width.
The basaltic material within the sample provides an
analogue to the Nakhla meteorite (a Martian meteorite
thought to originate from basaltic magma[38]). The veinlets on the sample surface are analogous to those seen in
the Nakhla meteorite, which were found to contain sulphates, halides, and phyllosilicates.[42] These minerals
are also expected at the Martian surface.[10] Most
importantly to the analogy, the Helen's Bay sample
contains reduced carbon[43] incorporated during basalt
formation.

MCHUGH ET AL.

F I G U R E 1 Geographical
location of Martian analogue
site, Helen's Bay, Northern
Ireland

F I G U R E 2 Nakhlite meteorite analogue
sample from Helen's Bay, Northern Ireland
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2.2 | Analogue shock experiments
To simulate the effects of impact on the planetary surface, the sample was targeted using a two-stage light gas
gun located at the University of Kent, UK.[44] The sample
was impacted with a high velocity stainless steel
millimetre-sized projectile, fired at the sample at a speed
of 5 km/s. Figure 2 shows the impact crater in the centre
of the sample. The white calcite veinlets do not intersect
with the cratered region. Following the impact, the ejecta
from the crater were collected, for comparison with
basalt at the immediate margin of the crater (assumed
shocked) and distant from the crater (assumed
unshocked).

2.3 | Raman spectroscopy analysis of
analogue sample (shocked and unshocked)
The ExoMars RLS is a vibrational spectroscopy instrument that is designed to detect spectral bands across the
150- to 3800-cm1 wavenumber offset range. Incorporating a green (532 nm) laser, an efficient grating-based
spectrometer, a high performance scientific camera and a
specifically designed optical head unit, the instrument
will scan the surface of crushed drill extracts with a
50-μm laser spot and will generate spectra with a limiting
band resolution of 6–8 cm1. Transect analyses will be
performed by finely stepping the sample holder in specific directions during spectral acquisition campaigns.
In preparation for surface operations, an RLS instrument simulator has been developed which is located at
the Centro de Astrobiologia in Spain.[39] The benchtop
instrument was designed to replicate the key performance aspects of the RLS flight system and provide a
method of performing and testing rover-like instrument
operations.
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The simulator system includes a two-dimensional
sample distribution system that moves the sample in
2.5-μm steps beneath the instrument's optical head, emulating the ExoMars rover's Sample, Preparation, and Distribution System (SPDS)—see Figure 3a. The simulator
also incorporates a Z-axis translation system with an integrated laser autofocusing system to ensure optimum
spectroscopic signal. The optical head produces a 50-μm
laser spot at the sample surface (the laser spot is visible
on the surface of the sample in Figure 3b), and the system incorporates an internal context imager, which is
used to provide close-up images of samples during spectral acquisitions (an example is shown in Figure 3c). The
imaging system uses an identical optical path to the laser
so that the position of the laser beam (and therefore the
specific region of spectroscopic investigation) can be
readily identified.
In this study, the simulator was used to perform
detailed spectral analyses of the unshocked and shocked
regions of the Helen's Bay analogue sample. The surface
of the sample in the region of the impact crater was systematically mapped in order to accurately characterise
material distribution and to determine variations in spectral signature arising from impact stresses.
Raman spectra were acquired from a number of different points along transects across the surface of the
sample. In order to accurately replicate the SPDS system
on ExoMars, the sample was moved in 100-μm steps
(in the X direction for an initial transect and then in the
Y direction for the following transects). In total, six individual transects of the sample surface were performed
and 700 separate spectra were acquired from points
along each transect line (see Figure 4a). Samples of ejecta
material generated during the impact process were also
analysed (i.e., spectra were acquired from random positions across the surface of the ejecta material, with each
acquisition focusing on a single or small number of

F I G U R E 3 (a) The Raman laser spectrometer simulator, located in the Centro de Astrobiologia,[39] (b) the Helen's Bay sample
positioned on the 2D sample distribution system, (c) context image acquired by the RLS simulator imager of a region containing a white vein
on the sample surface
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grains—see Figure 4b). At each and every sample point,
the acquisition time and the number of stacked spectra
were optimised (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio of the strongest spectral bands was maximised), with acquisition
times ranging from 2.5 to 19 s and the number of acquisitions ranging from 4 to 29. The laser irradiance at the
sample was 0.8 kW/cm2, and fluorescence detection
and removal processes[45] were applied to the spectra
acquired at each spot.

3 | R E SUL T S
In order to fully investigate the effects that the impacts
have on the spectra produced by the sample, the sample
was divided into four separate components of interest:
(i) the unshocked sample (i.e., material that serves as the
sample background), (ii) the crater region, (iii) veinlets
crossing the surface, and (iv) the ejecta collected following the shock experiments. The background and crater
regions were defined by their relative depths with respect
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to the surface of the sample. The magnitude of the depth
of each region was derived using the Z-position of the
laser focus point on the sample surface (obtained by the
autofocusing mechanism at each transect point). Figure 5
shows the depth profile generated from the first transect
performed. Based on this profile, material sampled at
depths above 300 μm was defined as the sample background material (i.e., unshocked material) whilst material sampled at depths below 300 μm was classified as
being part of the cratered region (i.e., shocked material).
The regions containing veinlet material were identified using the images collected by the instrument's context imager. Images were acquired at each transect
position: Figure 6 shows one example image that was
acquired from the background region on the surface of
the sample, including a millimetre-sized white vein.
Figure 7 shows a cross-sectional diagram of the sample, highlighting the different regions of interest and the
forces involved in the impact. The figure also shows typical spectra from each region; the background, the crater
and the ejecta. The spectrum (a) acquired form the

F I G U R E 4 (a) The surface of the Helen's Bay basalt sample, highlighting the position of the initial transect (black) and the repeated
transects (red). Panel (b) shows four examples of context images acquired from the ejecta material

F I G U R E 5 Depth profile of the shocked
sample, measured using the optimum focal
position of the instrument laser
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F I G U R E 6 Context image acquired during
the first transect across the Helen's Bay sample.
The 350  350 μm image was acquired from the
uncratered region of the sample and shows a
white vein through the darker background rock

F I G U R E 7 Schematic of the impact process, highlighting the different target regions (i.e., ejecta, crater, and background), surrounded
by example spectra acquired from each target region. Section modified after Kenkmann et al.[46]

background contains strong anatase bands at 137, 398,
509, and 635 cm1 and a weaker band at 190 cm1. Spectrum (b) shows clear calcite bands at 1082, 708, and
274 cm1, with the 150-cm1 band appearing as a shoulder feature on the 140-cm1 anatase band. A weaker
anatase signature can also be seen in spectrum (c), but

more significantly, the spectrum shows the presence of
reduced carbon, indicated by the presence of the D and G
bands at 1339 and 1602 cm1, respectively.
Like the spectra acquired from the background material, the crater spectra include evidence of calcite, with
bands at 277, 708, and 1082 cm1 all present. The crater
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spectra also exhibit strong bands at 136, 190, 398, 509,
and 634 cm1 that are likely to be associated with the
presence of anatase. Spectra obtained from the cratered
region also exhibit carbon D and G bands (situated at
1339 and 1602 cm1, respectively), verifying the presence
of reduced carbon in those regions too.
The spectra acquired from the ejecta material also
show evidence for the presence of reduced carbon spectra
(a) and (b) both contain the carbon D and G bands (with
the presence of a strong anatase signatures in spectrum
(a)). In contrast, spectrum (c) only shows Raman band at
465 cm1, which is usually associated with quartz. No
other spectral bands features are present in the spectrum,
including any evidence of reduced carbon.
One example of a spectrum acquired from the veinlet
material is shown in Figure 8. Again, the presence of
bands at 137, 190, 395, 510, and 632 cm1 provides strong
evidence for the presence of anatase, and the bands at
1333 and 1602 cm1 indicate the presence of reduced
carbon.
The spectra collected from all four parts of the analogue sample indicate that reduced carbon is present

F I G U R E 8 Spectrum acquired from the
veinlet material. The weak band at 470 cm1
indicated the presence of quartz

F I G U R E 9 Cross-plot showing the
characteristics of the carbon G-band featured in
spectra acquired from the sample background,
the crater material, and the shock ejecta. The
points with the error bar indicate the average
position of G bands from that region, with the
errors bars representing the standard deviation
of the data set
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throughout the material. This is important because the
characteristics of the D and G bands can be used to determine if the shock process has an impact on the amount
of molecular order within the carbonaceous material.
More specifically, by assessing the characteristics of the G
bands present in the spectra obtained from each region of
the sample (i.e., the position and full width half maximum [FWHM]), the relative level of thermal maturity
can be determined. Consequently, the G band centroid
position and the FWHM of the peak were obtained for
each of the spectra collected. In each case, a non-linear
background subtraction was performed in a small window (100 cm1) around the band before a spectral fit
was performed on the resulting G-band profile to accurately determine the band position and width. To ensure
a robust set of parameters, this process was only performed on G-bands that exhibited a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than 5.
Figure 9 shows a cross-plot of the carbon G-band
positions and FWHM obtained using this procedure for
spectra acquired from the three separate sample regions
(i.e., the background, the cratered region, and the ejecta
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material). The plot clearly reveals the presence of three
distinct carbon populations. The G bands observed in the
crater material exhibit a shift to greater band width
(an increase of 3 cm1) compared to the material sampled in the background region, implying that the shocked
material has a lower level of structural order and thermal
maturity.[26] Furthermore, as a population, the G-bands
acquired from the ejecta material exhibit a narrowing of
band width (3 cm1) in comparison to the background.
This implies that the ejecta material has a greater level of
thermal maturity.
Equivalent parameters for the carbon D band were
also obtained using the same background and fitting
processes described earlier, and the ratio between the D
and G band intensities (ID/IG) were derived. This
parameter has been demonstrated to show a strong correlation to the temperature of metamorphic processes
in other studies.[26] Figure 10 shows the relationship
between the carbon band intensity ratio, ID/IG, and
metamorphism temperature (calculated by Beyssac
et al.[47] and Kouketsu et al.[48]). The ID/IG derived from
the background and crater spectra obtained from the
Helen's Bay sample are included in the figure. The
points have been plotted to align with the trend presented by the data from Kouketsu et al.[48] to derive a
temperature for the two sample regions. The positions
on the plot with respect to the data implies that the
temperature associated with the reduced carbon in the
background material is higher than that associated with
the crater/shocked material.

4 | DISCUSSION
4.1 | Experimental conditions
The properties of the materials used in the experiment
can be used to calculate the peak shock pressure achieved
during impact. Using the Planar Impact Approximation,[49]
we use a wave speed equation:
Us ¼ C þ Suρ ,

ð1Þ

where C and S (defined by a linear relationship between
shock wave and shock particle speeds U and u, respectively) and density (ρ) for both target and projectile materials are known. The values used are given in Table 1 and
yield a peak shock pressure of 86 GPa. The shock pressure would have varied across the target. The ejecta will
have two components. The fast ejecta (at high angle)
from the central core of the crater will be highly shocked.
However, ejecta that spalls off the surface in large platelets widen the crater and is at a lower shock pressure.
If the crater itself was sectioned and material examined from beneath the crater, the peak pressure falls off
rapidly as shown in Parnell et al.[50]

4.2 | Raman data
The data obtained in this study verify that the RLS simulator is capable of detecting reduced carbon in basaltic

F I G U R E 1 0 Relationship between the
carbon band intensity ratio, ID/IG and the
temperature at which the material underwent
metamorphism (inferred by Beyssac et al.[47] and
Kouketsu et al.[48]), overlain with the ID/IG
derived from the background and crater material
within the Helen's Bay sample

TABLE 1

Wave speed parameters for the basalt material in the sample and the stainless steel projectile

Material

C (m s1)

S (no dimensions)

ρ (kg m3)

Reference

Basalt

2600

1.62

3000

Density measured this study[50]

Stainless steel 304

4610

1.73

7800

Autodyn lookup tables[51]
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material. The simulator was developed to closely imitate
the performance characteristics of the RLS flight instrument; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the RLS
instrument on board the ExoMars rover will also be
capable of detecting reduced carbon on the surface of
Mars. This adds weight to studies performed by Hutchinson et al.[14] and Parnell et al.[38] on other flightrepresentative instrumentation. Reduced carbon is
expected to be present on the surface of Mars as a result
of meteorite bombardment, ancient volcanic activity, or
microbial activity and, therefore, could be sampled by
the ExoMars rover. The instrument's transect sampling
scheme, along with the acquisition parameters used to
acquire the spectra presented here are representative of
those that will be employed by the RLS flight instrument
during the mission. The fluorescence suppression algorithms used during this study have also been developed
in preparation for the mission[45] and will play a key
part in the detection of key mineral targets on Mars.
Overall, it is clear that the operating mode deployed here
is sufficient for the detection of reduced carbon in the
sample.
Furthermore, the data also verify that the RLS simulator is capable of distinguishing between different
populations of reduced carbon within a sample through
the measurement of G-band characteristics. This is also
consistent with previous studies[14,38] that demonstrated
flight-like Raman spectrometers were able to discern
between carbon populations of varying thermal maturity.
Figure 7 shows that the spectra obtained from the background region of the sample exhibit average G-band positions and widths of 1602 and 39 cm1, respectively.
These measured characteristics are consistent with values
previously reported by Parnell et al.[38] for Raman measurements of the reduced carbon found in the Helen's
Bay sample.
The G-band positions and widths observed in the
ejecta material are observed to be 1603.5 and 36 cm1,
respectively. It should be noted that of the two parameters, the width of the carbon G-band is more sensitive to
changes in thermal maturity.[51] Therefore this decrease
in width of >3 cm1 (compared with background material) implies that the ejecta material is of greater thermal
maturity than the background material.

4.3 | Carbon ordering on shocked
surface
The higher wavenumber position of the carbon G-band
observed for the spectra obtained from the cratered
region implies the material has a lower thermal maturity[
26]
compared with the background material (i.e., the
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crater material is more graphitic[52,53]). This implies that
the projectile impact decreased the order of reduced carbon within the basalt sample. In contrast, previous studies have shown that burial and compression often
increase the order and, therefore, the thermal maturity of
carbonaceous material over time.[54,55] Further to this,
Figure 10 shows that the ID/IG ratios of the spectra
obtained from material within the cratered regions are
systematically greater than that observed from spectra
obtained from material in the background region of the
analogue sample material. Compared with the metamorphic temperature data presented by Kouketsu et al.[48]
and Beyssac et al.,[43] the difference in ID/IG ratio
observed in this sample implies that the metamorphism
temperature of the crater and background are 377 ± 20 C
and 436 ± 14 C, respectively. Clearly, the temperatures
cannot represent maximum thermal maturity, and the
temperature must instead be regarded as a parameter
that reflects thermal history.
The crater left by meteorite impact, or experimental
projectile impact, has clearly experienced very high
shock. It might be expected, therefore, that this would be
expressed in the Raman characteristics of mineral phases
in the rock. In the case of carbon, greater modification
would be evident by increasing graphitisation. However,
it is becoming apparent from terrestrial environments of
very high stress that the irreversibility of graphitisation
cannot be assumed. At the boundaries of tectonic plates,
where fault slip causes earthquakes, measurements of
carbon in the sheared rocks show that are actually less
graphitic.[56–60] This so-called ‘amorphisation of graphite’[58,60] is also evident in the shocked rock from the
impact experiment.
Deformation in impact craters involves locally intense
shearing and associated heating of the crater substrate,
which is evident in hypervelocity experiments.[61–63] The
sheared region may experience pressures of hundreds of
megapascals.[63] Detailed modelling of the Chicxulub
impact, a large crater implicated in large-scale biological
extinction, concluded shear stresses over the range 0 to
19 MPa over a period of 300 s as the crater progressively
evolved.[64] For comparison, a fault displaced during the
1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan, which caused amorphisation of graphite,[57] experienced a shear stress of
0.95 to 1.30 MPa. Faults break at shear stresses from
megapascals to tens of megapascals.[65,66]
The relatively low alteration evident in the ejecta is
consistent with previous experimental observations. In
the near-surface, spallation ejecta may be unshocked or
weakly shocked.[67-70] This is important to the concept of
panspermia in which microbial life could be transferred
from one planetary surface to another by passage in
meteorite ejecta.[67,69]
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The decreased carbon ordering observed in the experimental crater generated by the impact confirms that
shock forces within basaltic material may produce more
reactive carbon. This has implications for potential (past)
habitability on Mars because impacted, reduced carbon
may become more biologically accessible,[50] providing
regions of material that could be a microbial feedstock.
The data presented here suggests that not only will the
RLS flight instrument be able to detect regions of reduced
carbon but that it will also be able to characterise the
contribution of impact shock at the landing site region,
thereby enhancing our assessment of habitability on the
surface of Mars.

5 | C ON C L U S I ON
The results obtained from the Raman analysis of a
shocked Nakhla meteorite analogue using the ExoMars
RLS simulator demonstrate that instrumentation similar
in design and performance to the ExoMars flight instrument can detect reduced carbon within basaltic material.
Furthermore, the data also show that such instrumentation, used in conjunction with representative spectral
acquisition parameters and sampling schemes, is also
capable of differentiating between carbon populations of
different thermal maturity that arise from high velocity
impacts.
Differentiating between potentially different sources
of reduced carbon and determining the different geological processes the material has undergone are important
aspect of the RLS science goals for the ExoMars mission.
As such, this study has provided valuable information
regarding optimum instrument operation, measurement
strategies, and data processing algorithms, particularly
with regard to the detailed analysis of shocked carbonaceous material.
Analysis of the shocked and unshocked material
within the sample indicate that high velocity impacts can
reduce the level of ordering, and can, therefore, reduce
the apparent level of thermal maturity of the material.
This reduction in order generates more biologically accessible carbon (i.e., more graphitic carbon, which is chemically more reactive), thereby improving the potential
habitability of the planetary surface.
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